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V: Motives for Generation and Preservation / Error No. 6

Unscrupulous propaganda for an untenable theory is a psychological trap, because admittance
of its untenable nature at some later date would be bound up with enormous loss of face and
this disgrace would therefore be postponed at all costs

If a completely untenable scientific theory can be enforced and maintained, the motives of generation
and enforcement must be irrational.
Laymen believe that theories in natural science are represented and propagated by the experts
because they believe their theories to be true and confirmed. Experts know that this belief need not be
wrong in every case, but that in the field of relativity it does lead one astray.
With its (1) "relativity" of simultaneity, (2) time dilation, (3) staying young of the travelling twin, and (4)
length contraction, the STR maintains altogether 4 effects that need to be empirically proven, if they
exist. The (5) mass-velocity effect is no relative effect, and the (6) mass-energy relationship is no
conversion and likewise no relative effect. Both effects were discovered and explained independently
of the theory of Albert Einstein.
For the four effects controllable by experiment no confirmation whatsoever has been found in over 100
years, despite all propaganda of the relativists to the contrary. The preconditions from which the
effects were deduced already ceased to apply during the period of development of the theory around
1905 and in the following two decades, partly due to (7) empirical proofs of the ether drift, partly due to
(8) proof of non-relative motion in the context of unipolar induction, and due to (9) revocation of the
absolute constancy of c, and due to (10) reduction of the validity of the STR to processes in particle
physics by Albert Einstein himself in the context of his GTR.
A theory that fails to provide justification for any of 10 essential points in 100 years, and does not even
manage to come up with a counter-proof or to tacitly quash its own claims, is such an enormous
disgrace for its representatives that it understandably has only a few prominent representatives.
Since the victory and triumphal procession of the theory started before one had even the shadow of a
proof in one's hand, the inventors have preferred to continue the victory and triumphal procession for
the devout followers and all opportunistic bandwagoners right up to the present day, because public
admittance of the untenable nature of the theory would mean too much loss of face. The continuous
relativist carnival is intended to disguise the fact that Ash Wednesday [the last day of the carnival] will
come without fail.
All appeals that the field of physics might have lodged for its psychological case of highstaked poker
with a premature physical victory and triumphal procession, have been eliminated by the organized
world of relativity, solicitously and thoroughly:

- the criticism was denied, slandered and suppressed;
- the colleagues in the field of physics and the rest of the "scientific community" have accepted the
invitation, at the level of collegial contacts and solidarity, to join in the celebrations of the permanent
victory and triumphal procession and have become integrated, in return for which they may participate
in the glory of the new wisdom of the world and sunbathe in the shine of its supposed revolutionary
findings as regards space and time;
- the many non-physics luminaries that identify themselves as followers of relativity, submitting to the
terror of the generally widespread recognition of specialization because they want to "have been there
at the time", and who do not dare to ask any critical questions; - the political supervisory authorities
see no reason to interfere as long as the stewards of the world of relativity have the situation under
control and are able to muzzle each critic in good time and to make him or her harmless;
- the poor general public is simply lied to and has no chance of discovering this deceit.
Since there has so far been no impulse from outside and a cleansing of the "scientific community"
from inside is naturally next to impossible, because such communities always see their duties in the
closing of ranks and defence against external forces, and since everyone also benefits from the
"wonder" status of the theory by impressing the public hand as financier, the victory and triumphal
procession will continue under (almost) all circumstances and by (almost) all means. As long as one is
not driven out of a trap, one can settle-in there nicely.

